BSA requires all Cub Scout and Scouts BSA shooting sports to be supervised by a BSA certified range master.

**BSA BB+Slingshot/Archery Rangemaster** certification (18 and older) is required to run ranges for Cub Scout Day Camp, Cub Scout Resident Camp, Cub Scout Shootout and Cub Stampede.

**Tomahawk/Knife Rangemaster** certification (21 and older) is required for running Scouts BSA tomahawk/knife ranges for Council, District and Unit activities.

**Chalkball/BB+Slingshot Rangemaster** certification (21 and older) is required to run ranges for Cub Scout Day Camp, Cub Scout Resident Camp, Cub Scout Shootout and Cub Stampede.

**NOTE:** You can choose the **BB+Slingshot/Archery** track or **Chalkball/BB+Slingshot** or the **Tomahawk/Knife** track but not any other combination. **BB+Slingshot/Archery** track students are divided into 2 groups and rotate at lunch earning both certifications. **Chalkball/BB+Slingshot** track students will take Chalkball in the morning and participate in BB+Slingshot training in the afternoon. **Tomahawk/Knife** track is an all-day session.

Bring your lunch, water bottle, pad, pencil, and Scout Spirit!